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PREFACE 

Workpapers in Indonesian Languages and Cultures is a joint 
publication of the Indonesia Branch of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, 
Cenderawasih University in Irian Jaya, Hasanuddin University in Sulawesi, 
and Pattimura University in Maluku. It is hoped that through this series 
some of the linguistic and ethnographic results of our cooperative research 
will become more accessible to colleagues and scholars sharing an 
interest in these aspects of Indonesia. 

This issue, Volume 8 in the series, is the third to result from our work 
in Maluku with Pattimura University. Included in this volume are is Part III of 
a discussion of Pre-Sangir phonemes by Kenneth Maryott. Also, 
preliminary phonological descriptions of Alune, by Yushin and Takako 
Tagu'chi, and Yamdena, by Toni and Heidi Mettler, are presented. In 
addition, observations regarding kinship and marriage among the Nuaulu 
people and among the West Tarangan people are presented by Rosemary 
Bolton and Susan Nivens, respectively. As usual, the authors welcome any 
comments or suggestions regarding the findings presented here. 

We are deeply indebted to our many friends and co-workers at 
Pattimura University. Without the smooth working relationship that we 
enjoy together, the results presented in this issue would not have been 
possible. 
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Wyn D. Laidig 
Ambon 
March 1990 
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PRE-SANGIR *~, *g. *~ ARD ASSOCIATED PHONEMES: PART III 

Kenneth R. Maryott 

Pattimura University 
and 

SUmffi€r Instit~te of Linguistics 

3. Introduction 
3.1 PS*l and independently derived laterals 
3.2 PS*d 
3.3 PS*r 
3.4 PS*R and independently derived ~ 

3. INTRODUCTION 

Of the profusion of the reflexes of Pre-Sangir 
(PS) *1, *~, *~ and their kind, Parts I and II of this 
paper1~have accounted for a good many, but still there 
is a formidable residue. What are the conditions, for 
instance, under which the first r in Sangil (Sl) 
s±rir!? 'current' developed from PS*l? And how does 
this same *1 give rise to initial 1 in Sl ~D 
'thorn'? Or how does this retroflexion fail to develop 
from *1 in the first 1 of Sangir (Sr) kulele 'dangle'? 
Or how does laterality fail to develop from PS*·~ in the 
second r of Sl roro 'cutting edge'? And whence PS*R to 
1, or PS*g to 1 or to r in Sangil, none of which have 
yet been accounted for? 

The explanation is neither new nor complex in 
principle. In a paper published long ago, Conant 
(1916) made the statement: 

In several Indonesian languages original 1 becomes 
~ by assimilation to an ~ of the same word ... 
Examples are· Iloko, Toba, Ngaju ruar beside 
Sundanese luar 'outside, except'; Bikol rara beside 
Samar Bisaya lara 'weave matting'; Tirurai rebur 
beside Malay lebur 'roil, disturb'; Bagobo, Tirurai 
roros beside Samar Bisaya loros 'lower (sail, 
etc.)'. In all these langua§es 1 becomes ~ only 
under assimilative influence, ·the change not being 
spontaneous as in the cases under special 
consideration in this paper. (188) 
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Remarkably, the simple process Conant reported for 
Indonesian 1 applies not only to PS*l but to *g, *~, 
and *R as wel l. I am unaware that assimilation in ' 
Austronesian languages is anywhere as extensive, nor as 
complex, as in the Sang'i r languages . 

Stated ger.~E-) rally, then, the sound change here is 
conditioned by assimilative influences near the sound 
undergoing change. Part II of this study also dealt in 
part with assimilat ion, but the assimilation there was 
associated with the spotty residue of an obsolete 
morphophonemics that was productive only at an earlier 
stage of the language. Here we will be discussing a 
later, still-produc tive morphophonemic assimilation, as 
well as assimilation that occurs within the word bases 
themselves and has no relation to border phenomena. 2 

The latter process we will discuss as 'phonemic' and 
the former as 'morphophonemic.' In either case however, 
we can speak of the process as second-stage sound 
change, or simply secondary change. 

To demonstrate that the process is in fact 
secondary, the rule being featured is ' always shown 
together with the rules that precede it and upon which 
it depends. In other words, the rule is displayed 
within the set of ordered rules of which the first 
are primary and have already been stated in Parts I 
or II, and the last is the secondary, ·assimilativerule 
(in bold print). Within the primary rules. it is 
generally the first that trace the development of the 
sound undergoing assimilation, and the second that 
account for the sound to which the assimilation is 
being made. 

We will approach this topic as we did those in the 
other parts of the paper: in terms of the individual 
pre-Sangiric phonemes .and of the particular process, 
phonemic or morphophonemic, involved in the replacement 
of these phonemes. Most of the change here pertains to 
Sangil sounds; few of the rules apply to Sangir. As 
before, however, data from both languages will always 
be included, in parentheses wherever the rule being 
discussed does not apply to that particular form, and 
in the order Sangir first and Sangi~ last with diagonal 
b~tween; e.g. (loahi?) / roari? • opening, opportunity'. 
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3.1 PS*1 AND INDEFENDENTLY DERIVED ~ATERALS 

Of all the assimilative change discUssed in .this 
Part III of the study, the change originally stemming 
from PS*1 and one or two laterals from other sources is 
the most noteworthy from the standpoint of both number 
of processes al\d amount of data affected. The 
processes themselves~ however, are simple and the 
pertinent phoneme combinations frequent, bo~h f~cts 
that help to explain the relative abundance of the 
~xamples to follow. 

3.1 . 1 PHONEMIC PROCESSES 

Broadly stated, these intra-morpheme processes 
result in a preceding lateral usually but not 
necessarily from PS*l assuming the phonological 
shape of a following lateral or retroflexion. Note 
that the first two of these processes have to do with 
laterals that are nonretroflexed before assimilation, 
while the last two correspondingly involve retroflexed 
laterals. Notice also that the influencing consonant 
~eed not be the next in succession, but can in many 
cases follow an optional intervening syllable (S), 
whi.ch symbol will be understood to include an optional 
consonant that may immediately precede the intervening 
syllable; e.g . g in len.so.lan 'body joint'. A Sangil 
back vowel (Vb) is either. ,!, ~, y, or 2; a front vowel 
(Vf ) is either i or~. Sangir vowel classes are the 
same except for 1, which patterns with the front rather 
than the back vowels. V_~ represents any vowel other 
than 4. 

Rule 3.1a1: In Sangil, a nonretroflexed lateral 
assimilates to the mode of articulation of a following 
retroflexed lateral (1)'. ' 

1 PS*l > 1 I #_ (Sl) 
l ' I Vb_V f ( S I ) 

PS*r > 1 (51) 
2 51 1 > 1 I V(S)l 

(Rule 1. 1 ( 1 ) ) 
(Rule 1.1 (2c1» 
(Rule 1.4) 

(laburi?) / labuli? « In labur) 'paint' 
( lara!) / la la!) « PS* lara!)' 'thorn I 
(lensora!) / lensola!) « P5·lensod-)3 '(ankle) 

joint' 
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(141 i?) / 141i? « PS*141i?) 'unprotected, 
cautious' 

(lihadi?) / 1eha14?4 « PS*lihad-) 'rub, chafe' 
(liri?) / iiIi, « PS*liri?) 'clear field' 
(lirun) / 1iIun « PS*lirun) '(place name)' 
(lohori?) j loho14? « In/?Mg lohor) 'prayer 

hou:.." 
(luran) /slulan « PS*luran) 'load' 
(dulid!?) / laulid4? « SI*la-ulid4? 

< PS*ulid4?) 'k.o. shell' 

Apart from the assimilation formularized by this 
rule, the initial lateral expected in each Sangil form 
would be 1. In the following cases, however, that 1 
derives, not from an original PS*l as typical of this 
rule, but from PS*g by Rule 3.2a2, which see. . 

(dalinau?) / lalinau « Sl*lalinau 
< PS*dalinau?) 'surprise' 

(dalinara) / lalinala « Sl*Salinala 
< PS*dalinara) 'look up' 

(duliran) / lulidan « Sl*lulid- < PS*dulid-) 
'plate (roof)' 

(tar4pa) / Ialipa « Sl*la14pa < Sl*da-14pa 
< PS*d4pa) 'spread arms (as in embrace or 
invi ta tion) , 

Rule 3.1a2: In Sangil, 
assimilates to the m9de of 
retroflexed flap (~). , 

a nonretroflexed lateral 
articulation of a following 

4 

1 PS* 1 > 1 I # _ (Sl) 
I V f- (Sl) 

PS*R > r (Sl) 
2 51 1 > r _V(5)~ 

(Rule 1.1(1» 
(Rule 1.1 (2a» 
(Rule 1. 5) 

(eleh4?) 'flow' / ereri? 'drift with current' 
« PS*eleR4?) 

(laboloh4?) / rabor4?8 « PS*laboyoR4?) 'gruel' 
(lahe?) / rare? « PS*laRe?) 'clear, plain' 
(lanteh4?) / ranter4? « PS* lanteR4?) 

'vicinity' 
(laneh4?) / raner4? « PS*laneR4?) 'anger' 
(lanih4?) / ranir!? « PS*laniR~?) 'k.o. tree' 
(lehe) / rere « PS*leRe) 'hang s.t. over fence 

or line (as in drying c~othes)' 
(lehe?) / rer!? « PS*leRe?) 'neck' 
(l~gah~7) / r~gar~7 « PS*1~gaRi7) 'decorate' 
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(l~ha~) / rira~ « PS*liRa~) 'show through 
(s . t . perforated) I 

(l~hasi?) / rirasi? « PS*liRasi?) 'tree-core' 
( l-:i:hig:i:?) / r ir.uk-:i:? « PS* liRiki?) 'go by 

round-about wayl 
(lihio) / ririo « PS*liRio) 'k.o. insect I 

(likah:i:?) / rikar:i:? « PS*l±kaR:i:?) 'peel off ' 
(likuh:i:?) / rikur:i:? « PS*likuRi?) IsmaIl bat' 
(lila?) / riare~ « Sl*riar:i:? + -e~ < PS*l~laR) 

'k.o. shell ' 
(l~ntoh:i:?) I rintori? « PS*lintoR±?) 'sk~n 

disorder ' 
(li~gih~? 'beautiful ' ) / batu ri~giri? 'smooth, 

round stonel « PS*li~giRi?) 

(lihadi?) I riradi?9 « PS*liRad~?) 'rub, crush ' 
(lihi) I riri « PS*liRi) 'avoid ' 
(linuhi?) I rinuri? « PS*linuR!?) I earthquake I 
(loah±?) / roari? « PS*loaR±?) lopen place or 

opportunity' 
(loho) I roro « PS*loRo) I contents' 
(luhe) / rure « PS*luRe) Iput on (clothing) I 

(m!loha~ 'make hole, dig outl) I m~rora 'take 
outl « PS*loRa~) 

(seleh~? 'cock the head ' ) I sereri? ' incline 
the wings (as bird banking)' « PS*seleRi?) 

(si~gelohi?) I si~gerori? « PS*s:i:~geloRi?) 
'k.o. bird ' 

(silahi?) I sirari? « PS*silaRi?) 'k.o. palmi 
(t-:i:~gilahu) I t-:i:ngiraro « PS*tingilaRu.) 'k.o. 

shell' 

Apart from the assimilation here, the first ~ in 
each Sangil form woul~ have been 1. In the following 
case, however, that 1 would again have derived from 
PS*Q by Rule 3.2a2. 

(daluhi?, laluh:i:?) I rayur!? « Sl*layuri? 
< PS*dayuR:i:?) 'aged ' 

With Sl r:i:are~ ·'k.o. shell' compare Sl l:i:a? 
I (another?) k.o. shell ' , whose final consonant *r was 
reduced to glottal stop instead of being preserved by 
the addi t ion of the p'aragoge sequence -i? as in riareI) 
(on which process see Sneddon 1986). Without final ~, 
lia? failed to meet the conditions tor assimilation and 
nQne took place. In like manner, 81 loa? lopen wider, 
make broader, exaggerate I underwent final consonant 
reduction and so lacked the r to which initial 1 would 
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have assimilated, as it in fact did in Sl roar4? 
'opening' (above). 

Rule 3.1a3: In Sangil, a retroflexed lateral assimilates 
to the mode of articulation of a following retroflexed 
flap. 

1 PS*l > 1 
PS*R > r 

2 S1 1 > r 

Vb V -f (Sl) 
(Sl) 

(Rule 1.1(2c1» 
(Rule 1.5) 

(saliaeuh4?) / sariaeur~? « PS*saliaeuR4?) 
'scatter (as seed)' 

(saleh4?) / sarer4? « PS*saleR4?) 'nest' 
(salieuh4?) / sarieur4? « PS*salibuR4?) 

'comfort (as a crying child)' 
(salikah4?) / sarikar4? « PS*salikaR4?) 

'tickle' 
(s~lih4?) / s4rir~? « PS*s41iR~?) 'current' 

This time, apart from the assimilation, the first 
~ in each Sang11 form would have been 1. In the 
following, however, that 1 derived either from PS*~ by 
Rule 2.2a (viz PS*g > 1 I v-y (Sl», or from PS*~ by 
Rule 1.2.2 (viz PS*~ > 1 (Sl». 

(dip4luh4? 'flame') / t4ntaripur4? 'red fruit' 
« Sl*t4nta-lip0ur4? < Sl*dip40ur4? 
< PS*dip41uR4?) 

(dareh4?) / darer4? « Sl*daler4? < PS*dareR4?) 
'k.o. fish' 

Rule 3.1a4: In Sangir and Sangi1, a retroflexed lateral 
assimilates to the mode of articulation of a following 
nonretroflexed lateral (but not, this time, where 
another syllable intervenes; cf 5r kalinto1a 'snarl, 
tangle' and 51 talasi1a 'genealogy'). 

6 

1 P5*1 > 1 I V'b-= (Sr) (Rule 
1 I Vb_Vf (Sl) (Rule 
1 I Vf _ (5r/51) (Rule 

PS*y > 1 I 'V'b_ (Sr) (Rule 
2 Sr/S1 1 > 1 I _V(S)1 

1.1(2c» 
1.1(2cl» 
1 . 1 ( 2a) 
1.2(2b) 

·baleleI) / ea1e1eI) « PS*bale1eI) 'turn about' 
dalulun / (dauyun) « PS*daluyun) 'deluge' 
kulele / kule1e « P5*kule~e) 'hang, dangle' 
malalugi? / (mayug4?) « PS*malayugi?) 'flying 

fish' 
salele / salele « PS*salele) 'go to and fro' 
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timbulili~ / timbulili~ « PS*t~mbulili~) 

'become dizzy & fall' 

Here, the first I in the Sangir form would again 
have been 1 had it not~been for the assimilation. The 
following forms undoubtedly derived the initial lateral 
of their primitive bases from PS*g by Rules 3.2a2 and 
1.2c2 modified (viz Sr1 > 1 I Vb--Vb' S1*1 > ~ I Vb __ Vb ). 

salalo / (sayo) « sr*sa-lf60 / Sl*sa-layo 
< PS*dayo) 'k.o. tree' 

Alternatively stated, Rule 3.1a4 might specify 
that a lateral is blocked from developing retroflexion 
by the assimilative influence of the following 
nonretroflexed lateral. There is a place for such 
rules but I suspect that it is not here. In the first 
place, it assumes that ' the influencing environment 
developed first and, lacking evidence one way or the 
other, that is an assumption I am not prepared to make. 
In addition, if we accept that the environment could 
block retroflexion in a lateral, we might have to 
accept 'that it could block attenuation and loss as well 
in the lateral. And that the environment clearly did 
not do; cf saluru / saulu « PS*saluRu) 'hold in arms'. 

3.1.2 MORPHOPHONEMIC PROCESSES 

These processes, which operate between two 
morphemes rather than within a single morpheme as 
above, partially overlap the processes above in that a 
preceding lateral again assimilates to a following 
lateral or retroflexio~ ('Intervocalic change'). What 
differs is that processes of a second type 
('Reduplication') produce, not the minimal change 
involved in the assimilation of one lateral to another, 
for example, but the total change involved when a 
phonological unit has 'no shape of its own but takes on 
shape from the stem with which it occurs. 
Reduplication constitutes the ultimate case of 
assimilation. 

3.1.2.1 INTERVOCALIC CHANGE 

The first rule considered here is the 
inter-morpheme counterpart of the intra-morpheme rule 
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just above. As such, it will serve as a convenient 
transition to the rules that follow. 

Rule 3.1b1a: In Sangir, a lateral that has become 
intervocalic and has thereby undergone retroflexion 
assimilates to the mode of articulation of a following 
nonretroflexed lateral (except, as in Rule 3.1a4, where 
another syllable intervenes; cf ma-limboloD I round I . 

1 PS*1 > 1 I #_ (Sr) (Rule 1.1(1» 
Sr 1 > I I Vb-_ (Rule 2.1(1b» 

I I Vf~ (Rules 1.1(2a,h) 
PS*y> 1 I Vb- (Sr) (Rule 1.2(2b) 

2 Sr 1 > 1 I W- Ul 

ma-Iele / (ma-Iele) « PS*lele) linsipid l 
maka-lola / (maka-Ioya) « PS*loya) 'chew' 
na-Ialo / (na-Iayo) « PS*layo) I ( r ooster ) has 

- grow~1a watt le l -
na-lila~ / (na-lila) « PS*lila~) 

I forgotten, overlooked I 
na-lola~ / (noya~) « PS*loya~) Iwithered l 
pa-Ialah-e~ / (pare~) « PS*lalaR- ) Imast l 

As under the previous rule on phonemic processes, 
here again the first 1 in each Sangir form would have 
be~n 1 had it not been for the assimilation. And the 
following forms derived that 1 from PS*g by Rules 3.2a2 
and 2.1b2 modified (viz Srl > 1 I V -_V). 

ma-lili~ (Tar) / (malali~) ?< pg*dali~) - 'be 
pou11d l 

na-lalu / (nayu~) « PS*dayu) Idelayed in 
arrivingl 

Notice that the formation of Sangil malali~ does 
not necessarily involve assimilation since the 
retroflexion of its first lateral could have developed 
by the earlier morphophonemics solely because of its 
intervocalic position (PS*Q> 1 I V_!-y; Rule 2.2(1». 
Howe~er, the retroflexion here probably is from 
assimilation because the prefix ma- is replaceable, 
without change in the first lateral, with prefixes 
ending in the high central vowel (as in m!lali~ 
Ipour'), after which vowel the intervocalic 
retroflexion does not and did not take place. 

On the 
despite the 

8 

other hand, this retention of the first 1 
affix replacement ' might be thought 
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explainable in terms of back-formation from a I-initial 
base produced through the obsolete morphophonemics. 
However, such an analysis would ignore the facts that 
in Sangil sound change between morphemes was preserved 
only in forms with high usage frequency, andmalaliD 
was not such a form . Compare S1 malaw 'far' «- ma- + 
daw) which was such a high-frequency form, as such 
survived, and now undergoes back-formation to law 
'distance ' . 

Rule 3.1bla probably holds for at least some 
Sangil forms but this is not certain. Unless a form is 
judged to be of high frequency, it is quite 
indeterminate whether the reason for the 
nonretroflexion of the first lateral is assimilation to 
the following lateral, or is simply the failure of a 
retroflexed lateral to survive from the earlier 
morphophonemics . Only when such forms are clearly 
fossils and can no longer be broken down into component 
morphemes are the hyphens here dispensed with that 
would indicate such morpheme breaks. 

Rule 3.1b1b: · In Sangil, a lateral that has become 
intervocalic and has thereby undergone retroflexion 
assimilates to the mode of articulation of a following 
retroflexed flap. 

1 PS*l > 1 I #_ (Sl) 
Sl 1 > 1 I Vb--Y f (Sl) 
PS*R > r {Sl) 

2. 511 >r V-3(5)r 

(Rule 1.1(1» 
(Rule 2.1(lbl) 
(Rule 1.5) 

(ma-leneh~?) I marener!? « PS*leneR!?) 'calm' 
(ma-lieeeh4?) I . marieeer!? « PS*lieeeR!?) 

'slippery' 

Here the 
been 1, which 
PS*l but from 
(Sl». 

first ~ in each Sangil form would have 
derived in the following cases not from 

PS*Q by Rule 2.2a (viz PS*d > 1 I V .- V - -~ -

(ma-raseh!?) / maraser4? « PS*daseRi?) 'stormy' 
(da-reho?) / darero « PS*deRo?) 's.t. wound 

about, sarong' 
(da-riha 'be corrected, chastened') / darira 

'wary, on guard' « PS*diRa) 
(naka-ri~ih4?) / nakarinir4? « PS*di~iR!?) 

'overhear' 
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(papa-risihi?) / paparisiri? « PS*disiRi?) 
'vertical support' 

. 
3.1.2.2 REDUPLICATIVE CHANGE 

In Sangir and Sangil, the reduplication of word 
roots is common, particularly in adjectives, but the 
reduplication of stem-initial consonants for va~ious 
semantic purposes is much more common. In either case, 
~ow?ver, :edy~lication can be thought of as the total 
assImilatIon of a phonologically amorphous element to 
another, well-formed element. Here we need concern 
ourselves only with stem-initial consonant 
reduplication. 

Rule 3.1b2a: In Sangir and Sangil, a reduplicative 
consonant undergoes total assimilation to the mode of 
articulation of a following stem-initial nonretroflexed 
lateral. 

1 PS*1 > I # (Sr/Sl) 
Vf _ (Sr/Sl) 

2 Sr/Sl Cr > 1 I _V(S}-l 
I C -VI 

(Rule 1.1(1» 
(Rule 1.1(2a» 

(da-limasi?) / la-limasi? « PS*limasi?) 
'bailing device' 

la-Iela~ / la-Iela~ « PS*lela~) 'diversion dam' 
li-likut-a~ / li-likut-a~ « PS*liku?) 'be 

being encompassed' 
lu?-laea~ / lu-Iaea~ « PS*laba~) 'is 

transgressing' 
(luma-linso? 'da~cer') / luma-linso? 'jumper' 

« PS*linso?) 
mila-Iele / mila-Iele « PS*lele) 'one who 

weeds fields' 
mi?l-alo I (mag~g-ayo?) « PS*ayo) 'is 

attacking' 

There is no data here corresponding to that in 
previous sections in which stem-initial 1 derived from 
an original phoneme other than PS*l . 

Notice that for Sangir, the reduplication is not 
of .the word-initial consonant prior to the preposing of 
the reduplicative morpheme, but of the stem-initial 
consonant made medial by that prepositioning. Any 
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factors therefore which maintain that s t em-initial 
consonant as a nonretroflexed lateral insure the p r oper 
conditions for this rule; e.g., the last 1 in Sr 
la-lela~, before which ,stem-initial 1 assimilates to 
the same nonretroflexed mode of articulation; th~ i in 
Sr li-likuta~, after which 1 does not undergo 
retroflel~ion; and glottal stop clustering with the 1 in 
Sr lu?-laea~, which prevents the occurrence of 1 
intervocalically and thus its retroflexion. Compare 
the situation in Sangil, where the productive pattern 
~tself disallows retroflexion. 

Rule 3.1b2b: In Sangir, a reduplicative consonant 
undergoes a near total assimilation to the mode of 
articulation of a following stem-initial retroflexed 
lateral by becoming either the voiced alveolar stop (Q) 
or the nonretroflexed lateral (1), depending on certain 
morphological conditions; in Sangil, the corresponding 
process is total assimilation. 

1 PS*l > 1 I #_ (Sr/S1) 
Sr 1 > l I Vb -_ 
Sll> l I ~S)l 

2 Sr Cr > d 1 I _V(S)-l 
I C_-Vl 

> 1 I _V(S)-l 

(Rule 1.1(1» 
(Rule 2.1(lb» 
(Rule 3.1a1) 

S1 Cr where 
under 

the difference symbol (-) indicates 'and 
different morphological conditions' 

da-lura~ / la-lulan « PS*lura~) 'loading 
device, hoist' 

da-lensod4? / la-l~nsod4? « Sl lensol(a~) 
< PS*lensod-) 's.t. causing ankle sprain' 

duma-lito / luma~litaw « PS*14taw) 'float, 
bob on surface' 

luma-linso? 'dancer' / luma-linso? 'jumper' 
« PS*linso?) 

m4?-da-lau? / m4~la-lau? « PS*lau?) 'mix' 
m4la-liri? (Tar) / mila-lili « PS*liri?) 

, farmer-' 
mi?d-ala? (Tar) / (magag-a??) « PS*ala?) 'is 

getting' 
m4?1-ale~ / (magag-ale~?) « PS*ale~?) 'is 

becoming dizzy, giddy' 

Again no unambiguous data here indicates a stem
initial 1 other than from PS*l. 
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The major matter requiring comment is the 
justification of a Sa ngir stop (Q) as a 'near total 
assimilation' to a lateral (1). This stop may seem at 
first to be a better example of d i ssimila ti on t han of 
assimilation. But observe that in every other instance 
of consonant reduplication the norm is assimilat ion in 
Sangir, even assimilation to a lateral (1) under 
certain conditions (cf m~la-liri? above). Once the 
general tendency toward assimila tion is acce pte d, it is 
not hard to see that the reduplicative cons onant 
reproduces what it c a n of the retrofl e xed c onsonant. 
It cannot wholly reduplicate 1 follqwing pause or 
another consonant, but it is able to r e duplicate at 
least its voicing, point of articulation, and closure. 
This closure or contact of the tongue with the alveolar 
ridge, a tap in passing in the case of the 1, is simply 
more sustained in the case of the d. 

3.2 PS*d 

If the assimilative change above was notable for 
sheer bulk of material, the change originating from 
PS*d is more interesting in connection with the 
processes themselves. The data here is limited, yet is 
more than enough to yield the following rules. 

3.2.1 PHO~EMIC PROCESS 

This first process is of a less likely sort than 
anything we have seen thus far. The preceding section 
featured laterals assimilating to retroflex ions and 
vice versa, but all. of them were essentially 
continuants. Here, the assimilating consonant is not 
just another continuant, but a stop. Still, this 
conversion of stop to continuant initially is not 
without precedent, as we will see in the second rule 
hereunder. Of greater interest perhaps is the fact 
that while not a phoneme is lost through the processes 
above, the process here systematically results in the 
loss of a full syllable from each root. 

Rule 3.2a1: In Sangil. a voiced alveolar stop 
immediately preceded by pause or' a front vowel 
assimilates to the mode of articulati~n of a following 
nonretroflexed lateral bracketed QY identical back 
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vowels. (By Rul~ 1.1(2c2), this lateral is then lost 
and the bracketing vowels coalesce.)14 

1 

2 

PS*d > d (Sl)15 (Rule 1. 3) 
PS*l > 1 (Sl) 
51 d > 1 I fJ VIV 

I Vf ~~l\r'bm 
(dala~ira~) / la~ila~ « PS*dala~ira~) 'k.o. 

tree' 
(dalatu (NSa» / latu « PS*dalatu) 'k.o. ant' 
(daloati) / lawati « PS*dalawati) 'roundworm' 
(dilusi?) / lausi? « PS*daulusi?) 'descend' 
(doloi) / loy « PS*doloi) 'sapling' 
(dolosi? 'change with s.o./s.t. ') /losi? 

. lborrgw' « PS*dolosi?) 
(dolosi) / losi « PS*dolosi) i~'o. fish' 
(dulu) 'wild, of the hinterland' / lu 

'interior, forest' « PS*dulu) 
(irolo (Si» / ilo « PS*idolo) 'rest' 
(kirala) / kila « PS*kidala) 'recognize' 

Apart from the assimilation here, the first 1 in 
each Sangil form would have been g, including the ·first 
example, in which initial 1 has undergone further 
assimilation to 1 before another 1; see Rule 3.1al. 

A minor exception, that might even have been 
worked into the rule with little more ~omplexity, is 
(dUlo) / luaw « PS*dulaw) 'saliva,.l This pair, 
together with (dilusi?) / lausi? (above), are crucial 
in arguing that the 1 in the Sangil roots could not 
have developed from PS*l with preceding *dV lost in the 
process, since otherwi~e u in luaw and au in laus~? 
would have preceded and not followed the lIs. A 
further argument invokes the precedent of the loss of 1 
rather than g from Sl*dako 'departure', from Ca- + lako 
'go on raid' (see Rule. 2 ~ 1 ( 2 ) ) . 

Rule 3.2a2: In Sangir and Sangil, a voiced alveolar 
stop optionally assimilates to the laterality (but not 
the retroflexion, if any) of a following nonretroflexed 
or retroflexed lateral. (In Sangil only, this lateral, 
by Rules 3.1al and 2, further assimilates to the mode 
of articulation of that following lateral.) 
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1 PS*d > d (S~/Sl) 

PS * I > I I v f _ ( S r / S 1 ) 
~ I v (Sr) 
~ I vb-v (Sl) 

2 Sr/Sl d > d, b l i ~_Yll 
11 

(Rule 
(Rule 
(Rule 
(Rule 

where comma (,) indicates 'or (and/or)', 
the logical operator of union 

1. 3) 

1.1 (2a) ) 
1.1(2c» 
1.1(2c1» 

dila, lila / dila « PS*dila) 'tongue' 
dara-ri~ih~? / da~i~i, ~a~i~i '(a) listening 

(as for pleasure)' « Slda0ali~i 

< Sl*dala-li~i0 < PS*di~iR) 
dalatu (N~e)' lilatu / latu « PS*dalatu) 

'ant' 
daliaeed~? / daliaeedi?, laliaeedi? 

« PS*daliabsd4?) 'millipede' 
dali~, lili~ (Tar) / lali~ « PS*dali~) 'pour' 
dile, l~le / (d{ ay) « PS*dilay) 'k'20 grain' 
dole, lo~e / *lo1ay (+ ka- -> kulay) 

« PS*dolay) 'differ' 21 
ma-rulu~ / *dulu~ (+ ma- -> madu~), *lulu~ 

(+ ma- -> maulu~) « PS*dulu~) 'near land' 
dalinau? / lalinau « Sl*lalinau < PS*dalinau?) 

'surprise' 
dalinara / lali~ala « Sl*lali~ala 

< PS*dali~ara) 'look up' 
dulid4? / laulid4? « Sr d0ulidi? 

< Sr 1a-ulidi? < PS*ulid~?) 'k.o. shell' 
dulira~ / lulidaD « Sl*lulid- < PS*dulid-) 

'plate (roof)' 
(taripa) / lalipa « Sl*lalipa < Sl*da-lipa 

< PS*d4pa) ~open arms to embrace, invite,22 

Included in the forms under this rule is a small 
subclass the study of ~Jhich is especially interesting. 
This set consists of I-initial roots that clearly stem 
from d-initial protoforms, yet in their Sangil reflexes 
lack the medial '1 that would activate the Q-to-1. 
assimilation initially. For example, consider Sl dayu 
'trying to come'. In Sangir the corresponding lalu 
'delayed' has undergone the assimilation of Q to 1. 
initially before another 1 as predi~ted by the present 
rule. But there is a second Saqgil reflex, *~ 
(+' ~- -> nayu~ 'long time in coming'), that also has 
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initial 1 despite the non-occurrence of the medial ! 
that alo.ne could account for it. 

vJhat I C.m proposing is thc;lt, even though roots 
like Sl *~ do not have a medial! in their present 
forms, they did have at some point in their past. 
Pre-Sangir *y must have been similar enough to a 
lateral that at least some members of the 
newly-divergent Sa ngi l community pronounced it as such 
(as did all the Sangir community) and, in doing so, 
triggered the assimilation of Qto ! preceding it. 
this initial 1 endured; the medial ! did not, but 
yielded to analogical pressure for the restoration of 
y. This medial I is a good example of an incipient 
change that ultimate ly fails to establish itself, or a 
transient sort of 'sporadic change', as it is sometimes 
called (Lehmann 1962:159). Hereafter, I will symbolize 
sounds that result from sporadic change by enclosing 
them in braces; e.g. {I}. 

This might seem a rather ad hoc solution to the 
problem 'except that it has ramifications in another 
area of the diachronics. Recall that in Part I, I 
could not explain certain Sangil doublets like taya vs 
ta (Sr tala) 'not', from the reconstructed PS*taya 
(Maryott 1978:125). With the present hypothesis these 
doublets can be given a plausable explanation. 
Alongside the e:tpected taya, Sangil developed the 
spurious form *ta{l}a, in ~hich {I} between back vowels 
replaced the acoustically similar *y as suggested for 
*la{l}u above. This {I} was later lost from between 
those vowels and the vowels coalesced as in Ruie 1.2c2. 
So, in ta as in la\~, the deviant {I} did not endure, 
but in ta as in layu, it-endured long enough to produce 
effects that ' themselves endured, viz the ,shift from d 
to ! in layu and the loss of a syllable in ta. 23 -

daluh-i? , laluh-i? / rayur-:i:? « *layur-:i:? 
< *la{l}ur-:i:? < Sl*da{l}ur-i? < PS*dayuRi?) 

" aged' . 
lalu / dayu, *layu (+ na- -> nayu~) < *la{l}u) 

< *da{l}u < PS*dayu) 'delayed, trying 
to come' 

salalo / (sayo) « Sl*sa0ayo < Sl*sa-la{l}o 
< PS*dayo) 'k.o. tree' 

Af!> in Part 
concerned with. 

II, in this 
a rule whose 
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consistent sound changes is far from uniform. But the 
spottiness of the data here is for a different reason 
than the spottiness of the artifacts from - the old 
morphophonemics of Part II. There, the rules applied 
some time in the past and the uniform results were 
largely lost through natural attrition." Here, too, the 
rule can hardly be called recent, but the absence of a 
given form is ~ore likely to stem from randrimness of 
result in the rule's application. Here there is a 
certain arbitrariness in the output of a rule, while in 
Part II the arbitrariness was in the survival of the 
output. 

3.2.2 MORPHOPHONEMIC PROCESSES: REDUPLICATIVE CHANGE 

The rules for the reduplication of Sangir and 
Sangil ~ are parallel to those for the reduplication of 
1 in sec 3.1.2.2. 

Rule 3.2b1: In Sangir and Sangil, a reduplicative 
consonant undergoes total assimilation to the mode of 
articUlation of a following stem-initial voiced 
alveolar stop. 

1 PS*d > d {Sr/Sl) (Rule 1.3) 
2 5r Cr > d I V-d 

51 Cr > d ! __ V(S}-d 

d~?-deak-eng / d!-~eak-eng « PS*dea?) '~s 
being sought' 

du?-da~e~ / du-da~eD « PS*da~eD) 'is walking, 
going' 

(da-r~li?) / da-d!li? « PS*d~li?) '(a) flaming' 
(duma-r~ke? ) / duma-d±ke? « PS*d±ke?) 'carrier 

of sickness' " " 
(duma-roka?) / duma-doka? « PS*doka?) 

'opponent' 
m±n-d±?-diko?24 " / (m±n-±n-diko?) « PS*diko?) 

'is lighting (lamp, etc)' 

Rule 3.2b2: In Sangir, a reduplicative consonant 
undergoes a near total assimilation to the mode of 
articulation of a following stem-initial retroflexed 
flap by becoming a voiced alveolar stop (~). 

1 PS*d > d (Sr) (Rule 1.3) 
Sr d > r I V-_ (Rule 2.2(1» 
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$ W($ )- r 
C_V-r 
C-=-Vr . 

da-ra~e~ / ( da-da le~) « PS*dale~) 'trip, 
j ourney ' 

duma-r~ma -;' / (duma U:ma?) « PS*d'!l:ma?) 'l ie face 
down ' 

ka-ra-ratu-a~ « - ka- + da-ratu-a~) 
/ ( kala latua~) « PS*da tu) 'kingdom' 

pinda-reao? / (pinda l eso?) « PS*deso?) ' the 
ke eping ' 

mi?d- ero / ? « P~*ero) 'burn up' 

The 'near tota l a ssimila tion' here is qu ite 
comparable with that of Rule 3.1b2b, which s e e. Again 
the reduplicative consonant reproduces what it ca n of 
the following r etrof l exed consonan't, viz the voicing, 
the placing of the articulation at the alveolum , and 
the contact of the tongue with that part of the mouth. 
And again the momentary touch of the flap becomes the 
complete closure of the stop owing to the occurrence of 
that stop non-inter vocalically, i.e. after pau~eor a 
different consonant. 

3.3 PS*,r 

The assimilation here is very different from 
anything we have s e en, or will see, in this paper. To 
this point assimila tion has been anticipatory or 
regressive, an assimilation in which'the influence is 
in the opposite direction to the stream of spee ch a nd a 
later consonant causes ' change in an earlier. This 
section reports the only pattern of progre ssive 
assimilation found so far in these 'languages , ' an 
assimilation in which the modifying influence advances 
from a preceding to a following phoneme. 

The cause of thi s phenomenon is none too clear but 
it must relate to the fact that Sl 1 « PS*,r) is weaker 
than Sl .!: « PS*B), at least when the l a tte r is 
word-initial (on which see next section). And the 
language tends to insure that two such similar sounds 
wi~l assimilate completely, even though the ,r- will not 
be the one to do so. But the phenomenon may also 
relate in some way to the occurrence of PS*,r only 
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medially in P.!'3-Sangir. In any case, the 
non-occurrence of PS*r at morpheme boundaries means 
there will be no morphophonemic processes to report in 
this section. 

Rule 3.3: In 
to the mode 

Sangil, 
of 

a retroflexed 
articulation 

lateral assimilates 
of a preceding, 

stem-initial retroflexed flap. 
1 

2 

PS*r > l (Sl) (Rule 1.4) 
(Rule 2.2(1»25 PS*d > l I V V (Sl) 

PS*R > r (Sl) (Rule 1.5) 
S1 1 > r I rV(S)_ 

(haro?) / rarud4? « PS*Rarud) 'hoarseness' 
(himudi?) / remor4? « PS*Rimud-) 'stage in 

coconut growth' 
(horo) / roro « PS*Roro) 'cutting edge' 
(hupadi?) / ropar4? « PS*Rupad-) 'brittle 

(of wood) , 
(ma-haro~ / maro « PS*Ra~o) 'tame' 
~pahuru) 6 / pauru « PS*Ruru) 'bait' 

Apart from the assimilation here, the last ~ in 
each Sangil form would have been 1. Following this 
assimilation; the last two examples added i7efixes and 
the first r « *R) was lost between vowels; see also: 

(ma-horo) / moro « Sl m0-oro < Sl*ma-0oro 
< Sl*roro < Sl*Rolo < PS*Roro) 'sharp' 
(cf Sl roro 'cutting edge' above) 

3.4 PS*B AND INDEPENDENTLY DERIVED r 

Of all the consonants involved in the assimilative 
processes, the PS*R reflexes, Sr hand Sl ~, seem in 
some sense to be the strongest. In the first place, 
they are the only sounds . here with unconditional change 
in all word positions. And reflexes of the others, *!, 
*g, and *~, will .all assimilate, even where word 
initial and presumably less prone to that assimilation. 
Only h / ~ resist such change and retain their 
integrity when initial, as we saw in the last section. 
Further, this Sl ~ is subject to intervocalic 
assimilation in only a very few ~ases, as we shall 
pre$ently see. 
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3.4.1 PHONEMIC PR0CESS 

Notice that the process here . is pre.cisely the 
reve~se of that seen ~n the last section. There, S1 
r < *R caused the assimilation to itself of a following 
1 < *~, a progressive assimilation. Here, that same 
1 < *~ causes the assimilation to itself of the 
preceding ~ < *g, a regressive assimilation. The 
differentiating factor: the occurrence of ~ from *B 
intervocalically rather than initially, and thus more 
vulnerably with respect to assimilation. 

Rule 3 . 4a: In Sangil, a retroflexed flap assimilates 
to the mode of articulation of a following retroflexed 
lateral. 

1 PS*R > r (Sl) 
PS*r > 1 (Sl) 

(Rule 1.5) 
(Rule 1.4) 

2 S1 r > 1 I __ V(S(S»128 

(suhura~) / sulula~ « PS*suRura~) 'squid' 
(tahatuari) / talatuali « PS*taRatuari) 

'siblings' 
(tahaeera 'orator') / talaeela 'reciter of 

incantations' « PS*taRaeera) 

Apart from the assimilation here, the first 1 in 
each Sangil form would have been ~. 

3.4.2 MORPHOPHONEMIC PROCESS: REDUPLICATIVE CHANGE 

The rule for the reduplication of Sangil r is 
just as routine as the. rules for Sangil 1 and g.2~ 

Rule 3.4b: In Sangil, a reduplicative consonant 
undergoes total assimilation to the mode ~f 
articulation of a following stem-initial retroflexed 
flap. 

1 PS*R > r 
2 S1 Cr > r 

(SI) 
J(S)-r 

(Rule 1.5) 

(la-hepes!? / ra-repes!? « PS*Rep.esi?) 
'pincher, clip' 

(la-h~pi~) / ra-r!pi~ « PS*R!pi~) 'shutter, 
door' 

(ma-la-haees~?) / ma-ra-raees!? « PS*Raeesi?) 
'fast, rapid' 
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(luma-hiDkoko) / ruma-ri~koko « PS*Ri~koko) 
'squat' 

In the following examples, r derives, not from an 
original PS*B, but from PS*l by Rule 3.1a2, which see. 

(l~?-laeh-a~) / r~-raer-a~ « PS*laeRi?) 'is 
soaking' 

(lu?-luhu) / ru-ruru « PS*luRu) 'is roaming 
aimlessly, wasting time' 

(mara-loha~) / mara-rora~ « PS*loRa~) 'be full 
of holes (of more than one object) , 

(m~l~?-liondoh~?) / m~r~-riondori? 
« PS*liondoR~?) 'is sliding' 

FOOTNOTES 

1 Part I (Maryott 1978) dealt with basic 
'phonemic' sound change within the roots of Sangir and 
Sangil words; Part II (Maryott 1986), with 
'morphophonemic' sound change between those roots and 
affixes adjoining them. Rules cited herein as Rule 1 
... and Rule 2 ... are found in those two parts of the 
complete study, respectively. 

Research for the first two parts and the present 
paper was done in the Philippines intermittently from 
1960 to 1980 in an SIL affiliation with the University 
of the Philippines. Final study and the writeup of the 
present paper was done in Indonesia under a cooperative 
program with the Pattimura University, Ambon. I am 
grateful for the encouragment and the timely guidance 
of J.N. Sneddon in bringing this report to its present 
stage of completion. I must express special 
appreciation to Alice Maryott, my wife and colleague, 
for her wholehearte.d . assistance in the project, 
particularly in the ~ompiling and processing of the 
Sangil vocabular~ (A. Maryott and K. Maryott 1978), 
from which most of Sangil data was taken. The Sangir 
data is also from our own studies and from Steller and 
Aebersold (1959) as well; it represents the Manganitu 

.dialect unless otherwise indicated . . 
2 For this paper, I am specifically ruling out the 

a 'ssimilation of consonants to vowels or vocalic 
featrires, as in the production of :Sr ~ intervocalically 
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by the assimilation of d to the resonance of the 
bracketing" vowels (see Nida 1949:301). I am also 
excluding the assimilation of a nasal to the p.oint of 
articulation of an immediately following stop or 
sibilant, as in the ciuster nd in either Sangir or 
Sangi1. I am dealing solely with the assimilation of 
consonants to other consonants or to consonantal 
features that are non-contiguous necessarily, since 
they never occur together in cluster. 

3 See further data indicating this reconstruction 
under Rule 3.1b2b. 

4 I am handling problematic correspondences like 
Sr ~ vs the second Sl 1 in terms of back-formation from 
a suffixed form wherein the final consonant had 
undergone change intervocalically; here, Sl *~ > 1 
after ~ and before the vowel of an unidentified suffix, 
perhaps -~, after which the suffix was used less 
often, but by then 1 was established. In any case, 
lehali? is still irregular in that h did not change to 
r; where it did, note the resul t s in the related pair 
(lihadi?) / riradi? 'roll, crush' cited under the 
following rule. (See also dalehaleg 'hemp chafer' 
under 2. 2 ( a) . ) 

5 On Sr dulidi? in place of the 
**laulidi?, see Rule 3.2a2. 

expected 

6 As the root of the Sangir form, SA and Adriani 
(1893) both list digara, "variant of tigara." But 
digara with the Ca- reduplication yields the 
non-attested **darigaraand does not account for the Sr 
daligara that actually occurs. I therefore reconstruct 
PS*daligara for this pair of correspondences even 
though I am not at all sure how 1 came to replace ~ in 
this pre-Sangiric form. Notice that in this as well as 
in a few simi~ar rec6nstrUctions I have posited a 
lateral as retroflexed (1) in order to justify its 
reduplication as ~ rather than ..!; see Rule 3.1b2b. 

7 An interesting class of exceptions includes Sl 
lurunusi? (Sr root hunu? 'small fire') 'be camping out' 
and luramaw (Sr root hamau 'greed, ~ovetousriess') 'be 
showing covetousness', esp in Sangil folklore of the 
male sun for the female moon, and so the reputed 
seizure of the moon by the sun or 'lunar eclipse'. The 
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prefix involved is Cu(?)-, whose glottal stop is rarely 
heard in normal speech but can apparently block the 
~ssimilative influence of the ~ with which it is 
contiguous. Compare. the similar constraint on 
assimilation effected by the stops clustering with ~ in 
the recent Sangil borrowings librita 'notebook', and 
litratu 'photograph' (from Visayan). Apart from this 
constraint, the non-occurring **ribrita and **ritratu, 
respectively, would be expected. Compare also, 
however, the borrowing alamb41e (Vis alambri) 'wire', 
in which the transition vowel i had time to develop, 
the contiguity of ~ with 1 was thus broken, and the 
assimilation of the preceding 1. to the following 1 
could take place routinely. 

8 The Sl form appears to be one of those in which 
y is irregularly lost; see sec 1.2(2b) and 3.2a2. 

9 Cf (lihadi?) / lehali? 'rub, chafe' under the 
preceding rule. 

fO According to SA, this fast-growing tree is 
considered to have a healthful influence on those 
around it, and evidently for this reason is often used 
as the central house support where it can exert its 
i~fluence and be venerated as praiseworthy (cf dalo / 
dayo 'praise'). 

11 Inflected from ~ntry in SA though not .actually 
attested in current speech patterns. 

12 5ee Rule 3.1b2b for a minor qualification on 
'total assimilation'. 

13 The stem-initial 1 in 51 la-lensod~? is almost 
certainly not an intervocalic retroflexion for, if the 
process had taken place · that far back in the history of 
the form, then the 'reduplicative consonant woul~ not 
have been 1 as here but g as in dalehaleQ 'hemp chafer' 
(see Rule 2.1(2». The stem-initial 1 is probably a 
back-formatio·n from 51 lenso laQ 'ankle joint', which 
see under Rule 3.1al. 

14 This rule represents a major departure from the 
analysis of PS*g in Part I. The second rule there has 
been .revised for presentation here in this section. At 
the time of the original statement I had not yet 
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recognized the role of' assimilation in the development 
of these dis. 

15 Notice that this preliminary rule holds 
implications for Parts' I and II, in which I stated that 
PS*l > 0 in certain environments. Here I am merely 
claiming an intermediate step not previously needed, in 
which PS*l was first replaced by the nonretroflexed 
lateral 1 rather than directly by~. It was this 1 
that triggered the assimilation of *~ to 1, and only 
then was it lost. 

16 losi, synonymous with dolosi, is also attested 
for Sangir. 

17 ulu 'hinterland, interior I is also attested for 
Sangir. In fact, there seem to be several couplets of 
this type in Sangir (e.g. dalo, alo 'prohibition 
marker, barrier I , doloriwu?, oloriwu? 'princess ' ). I 
am at a loss to explain them. 

18 The rule would then have stated that the vowels 
bracketing the lateral were 'similar ' rather than 
'identical I , with 'similar ' defined as including ~ and 
o. 

19 In Sangir lilatu here and liliQ Ipourl below, i 
may have derived from ~ to restore a following 1 to , l 
(1 does not occur fol+owing 1 in Sangir; s~e Part I 
Appendix) and thus to aid in the articulation of the 
otherwise difficult sequence lal. Notice from lole 
'differ ' below that Q did not so develop to 1, nor did 
~ itself in certain other environments like milalole 
'differ from each other I . For derivation of the Sangil 
form here, see the preceding rule. 

20 It may well be argued that if , this is a correct 
analysis, the medial' 1 in kulay should also have been 
lost between back vowels just as the inital 1 was in, 
for example, Sl pareQ Imast l under Rule 3.1b1a (Rules 
1.1(2c2) and 2.1(lb2». Apparently the answer is that 
if an initial 1 becomes intervocalic and is lost before 
a medial 1 is lost, then the medial! is retained. In 
other words, whether the medial. 1 is or is not lost 
qepends upon the point in time · when the root was 
prefixed: if this time was early, the medial 1 remains 
as in kulay (and mauluQ in the following example); if 
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the time was relatively late, the medial 1 trJas lost as 
in parer). 

21 With Sl -duI). here « PS*dulun) compare Sl lu 
under the t:n'eceding rule « PS~t dulu) ~..rh.ere word~ini tial 
g assimilated to 1 before the latter was lost. Here, 
ma- was prefixed to *duluI) commonly enough to prevent 
that assimilation. From the resulting form madu~, the 
word dun I land (as opposed to sea) I is probably a 
back-formation. At least that best e}~plains why dun 
did not develop as **lun, paralle l to lu. The same 
explanation is offered for S1 dor~? (Sr dolohi?) 
I bald-headed I « PS*doloR~?), to which the prefix ma
was added often enough to keep the g-to-l assimilation 
from occu:cr ing and the non-attested **lor :i:? or 
**ror:i:?, after l-to-~ assimilation from forming. 
The result is the neutraliz&tion in Sangil of the 
contrast between Sr doloh~? 'bald ' and Sr doloh4? ' send 
(person) I which both become dor4? 'bald ' and 'send ' in 
Sangil. (On Sl dor~? 'send ' , see Part I, s ec 1.1.2.) 

22 One exception to the conditions of this rule is 
Sr d:i:paI), l:i:paI) (Sl?) I make impreSSion, be of 
infl~ence', for which a reconstruction is as yet 
indeterminate. 

23 It may be remembered f rom Part I tha t , 
comparable to the deviant Sl ta{l}a Inot', there also 
occurred deviant forms , like so{y}o I lampl " which 
derived with the regular so (Sr solo) from the putative 
PS*s010 (Maryott 1978:122). Here {y} developed from *1 
instead of {l} from *y, . and so ·reveals that the 
Pre-Sangir *y-*l similarity was sufficient to lead to 
change in either of the two directions. Beyond this, 
the only major difference between the t wo processes is 
that the deviant {y} in so{y}o became pel"ffiClnent t'11hereas 
the {l} in ta{l}a wa~ ~emporary. But this is just an 
accident of the phonology: y is always retaineQ between 
back vowels and l.is routinely lost. 

There is one other bit of evidence for sporadic 
change in the Sangil history. For some time it 
bothered me that Sl darun I needle I seemed to lack a 
prefix present in the corresp9nding Sr darahun. 
E~perience has shown that Sangir and Sangil 
morph~logies are normally parallel; if? Sangirword 
has an affix, the Sangil cognate' has it as "lell, even 
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if that cognate as finally derived has disguised the 
affix in the loss of a syllable. Sl daru~ as an 
uninflected base could readily be accounted for on the 
basis of PS*daRu!l rec!=mstructed from the Sangir form, 
but could Sl darun as a form incorporating the 
counterpart of the Sangir prefix da- be as readily 
accounted for? Using the sporadic change hypothesis, 
yes, though the deviant' {l} here developed not from 
PS*y but from PS*R through ~; a similar enough sound to 
the {l}. The details of the proposed analysis are 
given in the following citation. 

(darahuD) / daruD « Sl*da-0aruD < Sl*la{l}uD 
< Sl*da{l}uD < PS*daRuD) 'needle' 

24 An archaic alternate is m~?-d~n-diko? (Adriani 
· 1893:208) , with no change in the rule. 

25 There is no data to indicate whether the 
retroflexed lateral that und~rgoes assimilation here 
mayor may not derive from PS*l. 

26 SA claim this form to have been derive d from 
duru, the base for the verb 'cut off, cut through'. If 
so, it is irregular; I know of no other case where Sr h 
replaces g, at morpheme boundaries or elsewhere. 

27 I had not 
published Part II 
(Maryott 1986). 

yet discovered this rule when I 
on the morphophonemics of Pre-Sangir 

28 An interesting exception is Sl talundas~? 

'dugout', which I give the following explanation. Like 
the corresponding Sr tahalundas~? ('craftsman, esp of 
boats') , this form added the prefix *taRa- to the root 
*lundas~?, upon which the ~ that derived from *R 
assimilated to the following 1 and that 1 was then lost 
(together with prefix-final ~ as is common in Sangil). 
In other words, ~ assimilated to 1 instead of the 1 of 
this rule because that 1 had not yet assumed its 
retroflexion before it was lost. (At some point in the 
process, the meaning of the form shifted from the 
craftsman who shaped the dugout hull to the hull 
itself.) The derivation of the final form is detailed 
as follows. 

(tahalundas~? 'craftsman') / talundas~? 'dugout' 
« Sl*ta100undas~? < Sl*talalundas~? 
< Sl*taRa-Iundas~? < PS*lundas~?) 
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29 And the ' rule for the 'reduplication' of Sangir 
h is just as problematic as the rules for Sangir 1 and 
K, the intervocalic counterparts of 1 and~. In fact, 
this rule seems to be, not of the reduplication of a 
consonant at all, but af an element that if anything is 
more like a vowel. Consider Sr hansa~ 'to nail' which 
when the reduplicative morpheme Ca- is preposed becomes 
lahansa~ '(a) nail'. SQ far, the resulting 1, however 
its laterality is explained, could be analyzed as a 
reduplication of the consonant h. But compare Sr 
?ansaQ 'to urge S.o. to hurry' which becomes laansaQ 
'exhortation to hurry' when the same Ca- is added. We 
now have the single , phoneme 1 as the putative 
reduplication of ~wo dissimilar consonants, hand 2! 
There is I think but one explanation. This Sr 1 
reduplicates not consonants but vocalic elements, the 
voiceless vocoid [AJ in the case of the h, and the 
voiced vocoid [a] in the case of the lost glottal stop. 
The oral resonance of these vocoids simply reduplicates 
as the most resonant consonant in the inventory of 
consonants, i.e. the 1. 

C' r 

Ca-, Cu?-
In 
k.o. 
Mg 

NSa 

PS 
S 
SA 
Si 
Sl 
s.o. 
Sr 
s.t. 
Tar 
Vis 
Vb 
Vf 

26 

ABBREVIATIONS 

consonant reduplicating stem-initial 
consonant 

morphemes embedding reduplicative consonant 
Indonesian 
kind of 
Magindanao (influential language of the 

Southern Philippines) 
North San~ir (Taruna and North Tabukang 

dialects) 
Pre-Sangir(ic) 
Syllable 
Steller and Aebersold's Sangir dictionary 
Siau dialect of Sangir 
Sang'il (nee Sangire) 
some one 
Sangir (nee Sangihe) 
something 
Taruna (or Tahuna) dialect of Sangir 
Visayan 
back vowel 
front vowel 
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